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A plumber is one that installs and repairs fittings and fixtures as to the gas supply, water supply and
drainage systems of buildings. Due to the possibilities of things ending if plumbing jobs are wrongly
conducted, the industry is well-regulated. Plumbing jobs are becoming very popular as they offer up
to Â£100k earning per year. After being qualified as a plumber, you can either work for yourself or
apply for positions within plumbing companies. In both ways, you will be having enough options for
you.

Plumber Courses

Whether you want a change in your career direction or like the sound of getting into the lucrative
plumbing profession, you first need to have yourself signed up on one of the many available
plumbing courses. Traditionally, becoming a plumber is meant for undertaking a plumbing course at
college straight from school, but now there're many private plumbing course providers that offer
training to those who are desirous and willing to learn it no matter what their age is. All plumbing
courses are slightly varied, but each one teaches several practical and theoretical lessons that
together help you to get succeeded in the plumbing industry.

Theoretical training: It encompasses the scientific calculations needed for plumbing installations,
understanding sanitation pipe work design, industry regulations and the way of performing an
energy efficiency certificate in addition to a range of other theoretical aspects.

Practical training: It instructs you the way of installing a complete bathroom, the way of installing a
central heating system, the way of using the tools of the trade, the way of performing bending,
jointing and soldering plus lots of other skills.

Plumber Training

Before becoming a plumber and entering the lucrative plumbing industry, it is a must that you
undertake some plumber training. There are many training options for you. Such as, you can either
opt for the traditional method by attending a college course, or by getting into a plumbing company.
Instead you can train yourself by having experience of a company.

Plumber Jobs in London

The plumbing industry is varied and wide. It offers many great career opportunities for those who
ardently want to embrace plumbing jobs as career in London. Below is given a list of different types
of plumbing jobs.

Domestic Plumbing Jobs

Commercial Plumbing Jobs

Plumbing Sales Jobs

Plumbing Education Jobs

So, a plumbing job is more than repairing and installing fittings as well as fixtures!
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